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Abstract-This paper is concerned with a class of Schriidinger processes with “creation” and 
“killing,” with unbounded or singular potentials: existence of a solution to the corresponding Schr& 
dinger’s system, construction of the Schrijdinger’s bridge associated with it, variational characteriza- 
tion, and the conditional Sanov property. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the Ann&s de 1 ‘Institut Henti Poincare’ (1932) [l] , SchrGdinger treated the following problem: 
knowing the position of a Brownian particle in a Euclidean space M at times a and b, a < b, 
what is the probability for this particle to have passed through some prescribed domain of the 
space at some intermediate time? SchrGdinger noted that this problem is the classical counterpart 
(probability problem in the theory of Brownian motion, or resolution of a parabolic pde for given 
end conditions) of an essentially different one in wave mechanics (resolution of a hyperbolic pde 
for given end conditions). He added, “Mais en fin de compte, il ressortira une analogie avec la 
m6canique ondulatoire, qui fut si frappante pour moi lorsque je l’eus trouvQe, qu’il m’est difficile 
de la croire purement accidentelle.” A generalization of SchrGdinger’s problem by prescribing 
probability distributions P, and Pb at the initial and terminal time, respectively, has led to the 
concept of Schrijdinger bridge, and it has been shown to be a problem of convex optimization. 
A relation between SchrGdinger’s problem and the equation of Schriidinger has been discussed 
in [3,4]. By the way, let us note that Schrbdinger’s equation is nonrelativistic. A relativistic 
model (i.e., the Klein-Gordon equation) must put on the same footing the time coordinate x4 
and the space coordinates. This is reflected by the change of - xi & into f 
I [ 
& - xi &] 
in the pde. Therefore, if one wishes to extend SchrGdinger’s problem to the relativishc case, ohe 
must introduce in a proper way a stochastic equation for the x4-variable. The misfortune is that 
the space-time having an improper metric, there is apparently no way for furnishing the wave 
equation with a stochastic process as in the nonrelativistic version. One may wonder whether 
Thanks are due to A. Wakolbinger for a hint concerning Theorem 6. An argument based on his Remark 4.l.b, 
(ii), [2, p. 691 has enabled us to remove the restriction “except possibly for countably many E” in this theorem 
and its consequences, introduced in a previous version of our paper. This is done through Propositions 9 and 10. 
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wave mechanics are not an answer to the problem of stochastic processes in a space with an 
improper metric: whereas the concept of set-measure fails to be helpful, the theory of semigroups 
(or of groups) keeps all its efficiency [5]. This would support the idea that the analogies discovered 
by Schrodinger are not purely casual. 
The concept of the Schrodinger bridge has been approached from different points of view. 
The main ones are: the theory of reciprocal processes, information theoy an,d statistics with the 
central concept of entropy (or negentropy), a modern approach placing Schrodinger’s bridge in 
the framework of large deviations problems for empirical distributions on path space in the light 
of Sanov’s theorem, and a variational approach comprising a class of stochastic optimal control 
problems. 
The most concise formulation of the convex optimization problem underlying those above is 
probably the one of Csiszar: in Csiszar’s geometric approach, there is given a convex set E of 
probability measures on some measurable space (Q, F), a reference measure ,LL, and one wishes to 
find a probability measure u* E 5, whenever it exists, for which the relative entropy, 
H(v;p) = +cq otherwise, 
is minimum; that is, such that H(v*;p) = rnn~HH(“;~). 
u E Z, 
Schrodinger’s problem nicely fits this framework if one considers p as the common distribution 
of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random trajectories, and one defines the set Z 
through given probability constraints: initial (or/and) terminal conditions, or whatsoever. The 
events whose probabilities satisfy the constraints can be regarded as rare events and handled 
through the theory of large deviations. Another way to look at them is to consider them as the 
outcome of a proper control, in which case the concerned areas are the ones of controllability 
and (stochastic) optimal control. This is the way we have approached the problem in earlier 
publications. These two points of view are related by a change of probability measure through 
Girsanov’s formula. 
In the case treated by Schrodinger, R := C([a, b]; M) is the set of all continuous M-valued 
functions which modelize the trajectories of a Brownian particle (one for each experiment), on an 
interval of time [a, b]. F := I3 is the a-field of Bore1 sets of C([a, b]; M), ,u is the Wiener measure, 
and E is defined as the set of all probability measures on (C([a, b]; M), B) with given marginals 
P, and Pb which represent the end-conditions. Existence of a solution to Schrodinger’s problem 
has been reduced by Schrodinger to existence conditions for a solution to a system (S) of two 
integral equations: the Schrodinger system (of the form (2.13) below). 
In other words, in Schrodinger’s views the reference measure p is associated with the Brownian 
transition probability density Ic(s, x; t, y), a 5 s < t < b, but Schrodinger’s problem can be 
formulated as well for a given, not necessarily complete transition density p(s, x; t, y), a < s < 
t < b. Beurling-Jamison’s condition for existence of a solution to the corresponding Schrodinger’s 
system is that the function q(x, y) := p(a, x; b, y), (x, y) E M @ M be strictly positive and jointly 
continuous in x, y. Note that since in this more general framework the transition density p 
need not be complete, the definition of a probability measure p associated with p requires a 
normalization. At this point, we are faced with two directions: we can discuss existence in terms 
of p, on the basis of Beurling-Jamison’s work in the area of reciprocal processes, or in terms of 
the reference measure /I, thus entering Csiszar’s geometric approach. Of course, the two methods 
are in correspondence to one another. 
The case of 1’s more general than the Wiener measure has been described by Wakolbinger 
in the survey [2]: the reference measure p is associated with a Markov process (&, a 5 t < b) 
(possibly a diffusion process) with “creation” and “killing” introduced through a multiplicative 
functional exp 
( 
&+ c(r, &.) dr) of Dynkin’s type [6], where c is a potential function. In earlier 
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publications, we have assumed c bounded. Another class of problems considered in this paper is 
the one for which the potential function c ranges in [-00, +oo]. 
In Section 2, we state Theorem 1, a variant of Beurling-Jamison’s Theorem 3.2 [7] without 
the assumptions of continuity and of everywhere strict positivity of q. Our Theorem 1 links 
Beurling-Jamison’s statement and Csiszar’s main existence theorem together. In particular, it 
associates with Beurling-Jamison’s data (Q, P,, Pt,) the Csiszar’s projection Q* of a reference 
measure R* on a set E(P,, Pt,) of probability measures with marginals P, and Pb. Theorem 2 
extends this result by associating with this Q* a set of reference measures, containing R*, with 
the same projection. Our proof of Theorem 1 is heavy (see also [8, Theorem 2] with slightly 
different assumptions) since this theorem may seem to be a rather direct consequence of Csiszar’s 
Corollary 3.1 [9]. This is so because we have noted that Csiszar’s argument is based on an assertion 
which reads: “Ll(P,)@Ll(P ) b is closed in L’(P) for each probability measure P having marginals 
Pa and Pb.” Having found this assertion questionable, we have preferred to draw up the proof 
through Lemma 2.5 of [lo] following a suggestion of Follmer [ll]. As reported by Wakolbinger 
in a correspondence, a recent preprint of Riischendorf and Thomsen carefully studies this point 
and gives a sufficient condition for this closedness to hold. We are most indebted to Wakolbinger 
for this information. 
Theorem 3 is concerned with a function q, given explicitly. The point is that, in statements 
of different authors, an assumption of Csiszar’s main existence theorem [9] is used, namely the 
one: “there exists some Q in E(P,, Pb) with H(Q; R) < w.” In specific examples, it is sometimes 
difficult to verify that this assumption holds. By proving that our q satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 1, under Assumptions (Al)-(A4), we obtain sufficient conditions (which can be checked) 
for existence of a solution to the Schrodinger’s system (2.13). Note that this result is valid for 
a a-rompact metric complete space M, without assuming continuity of c on D := {(s, X) E 
[a, b] @ M : Ic(s,z)I < m}, and without any condition of regularity of the boundary of D in 
[a, b] @ M. At this point, the following question arises: does this q derive from the transition 
density function of a Markov process ? We can prove at least that it is given by a quasi-transition 
density function (in the case of homogeneous processes, see, e.g., [12, p. 2831) under additional 
assumptions. This calls upon Dynkin’s theory of multiplicative functionals. In particular, our 
Assumption (B3) is Dynkin’s condition 9.2.B [12, p. 2831, in the case of homogeneous processes. 
In most of Section 3, we suppose that M = R d. By relying on arguments of Fijllmer [ll] and 
Wakolbinger [ 131, we pass to the construction of a Schrodinger bridge with creation and killing. 
The main result is enclosed in relations (3.3) and (3.4). 
Section 4 extends a characterization of Schrodinger processes given by Wakolbinger in [13], i.e., 
a variational principle also exhibited in [3,4] m another framework, in the case of c bounded, to 
the larger class of potential functions c considered in this paper. 
Section 5 approaches Schrodinger’s bridge from the point of view of large deviations through 
an approximate Sanov theorem. 
2. SCHRijDINGER SYSTEM FOR A PROCESS 
WITH CREATION AND KILLING 
THEOREM 1. Suppose M is a g-compact metric space, and that P,, Pb are probability measures 
on its a-field C of Bore1 sets. Let E denote the set of all probability measures on C @ C with 
marginals Pa, Pb, and let q be a measurable function on M ~3 M, bounded away from zero below 
(Pa @ &-a..% (almost surely), and (P, 8 Pb)-integrable. Then there is a unique pair Q*, r of 
measures on C @ C for which 
(a) Q* is a probability measure and r is a finite product measure; 
(b) Q* E E; 
(c) T = q; 
(d) H(Q*; R*) 5 H(P; R*) for all P E E, where dR* := qd(P, @ Pb)/Jqd(P, @ Pb); 
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(e) dr = [l/ Jqd(P, @ Pb)] 4rd(P, 8 Pb), where log4 E Ll(P,), logy E Ll(Pb). 
(f) If P, and Pb are absolutely continuous with respect to a-finite measures A, and &,, respec- 
tively, and log (2) E Ll(P,), log (2) E L’(Pb), then dQ* = (Pa q@ d& d&,, where 
log’& E L1(&), log(,L’b E Ll(pb). 
For proving Theorem 1, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If R is a probability measure on C ~$3 C for which there exists some P E E with 
H(P; R) < 00, then there is a unique probability measure & E E such that H(Q; R) < H(P; R) 
for all P E E. Further, if P and R are measure-theoretically equivalent to a same probability 
measure product-say a@,B--on C@X, then $$ issuch that $$(z, y) = 4(z) y(y), (x, y) E M@IM, 
with 0 5 4(x) < co, rz-a.s., 0 I y(y) < co, ,L-a.s. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. E being convex and variation closed, the first statement, in Lemma 1 is 
an application of Theorem 2.1 of [9]. The second statement is based on the fact that, M being a 
a-compact and metric space, its a-field of Bore1 sets C is separable, that is, it is generated by a 
countable class of sets. It then follows that 
E={P+‘idP=/fidPa, /g,dP=/gidPb, i=1,2,... }, (2.1) 
where II denotes the set of all probability measures on C @ C, and the fi’s and gi’s are bounded 
measurable real valued functions, only depending on one of the two arguments x, y E M, respec- 
tively. This remark enables us to use an argument of FGllmer [ll]; that is, we consider a sequence 
of subsets of II defined by finite sets of linear constraints, namely {E,, n = 1,2,. . . } with 
E~:={P~=:~~~dP=S~idP~, /gidP=/gidPb, i=l,...,n}. 
According to FGllmer’s argument, E, 1 E as n -+ 00, and for each n, there is a Csiszar’s 
projection Q, of R on E, which converges in variation to Q as n -+ 00. According to Corollary 3.1 
of [9], the Qn’s have densities with respect to R of the form $$ = & ynyn, where & and yn are 
bounded strictly positive functions of x and y, respectively, except possibly for a subset G, of 
M @ M, where s vanishes and P,(G,) = 0 for every P, E E, with H(P,; R) < CCL Thus, for 
every such P,, we have 
0 < fgyX,Y) = h(x) m(Y)? P,-a.s. 
Further, s 1 $$ - $ dR -+ 0 as n + 00, so that, by Fatou’s lemma there is a subsequence 
{ > 
% for which 
1~~1~--$$1=0, R-as. withO<g<oo, R-as. (2.3) 
Since P E E + P E E,, n = 1,2,. . , by (2.2) and (2.3) the assumptions of Lemma 2.5 of [lo] 
are satisfied if R is absolutely continuous with respect to some P E E with H(P; R) < co, and is 
measure-theoretically equivalent to a probability measure product-say CY @ 0. If this is the case, 
then, in view of (2.2) and (2.3), an application of that lemma shows that $$(x,y) = +(x)?(y), 
(x,y) E M 63 M, with 0 I 4(x) < 00, a-as., 0 < y(y) < 00, p-a.s. 
This proves the second part of Lemma 1. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. LetP := P,@Pb. ThenP E E, and fromtheassumptionsofTheorem 1 
and the definition of R*, it follows that 
0 5 H(P; R*) 5 log 
I s 
qd(P, @ Pb) + 
I s 
1 logql d(P, ‘8 Pb) < 00. 
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From the first part of Lemma 1, there is a unique probability measure Q* E E, satisfying 
H(Q*;R*) I H(P;R*) f or all P E E. Prom relation (2.6) and Lemma 2.1 of [9], we have 
H(P;R*) - H(P;Q*) = Slog $$ dP, and Slog s dP > H(Q*; R’) 1 0, for each P E E 
such that H(P; R*) < co. It follows that 0 5 Slog $$ dP < 00, for each P E E such that 
H(P; R*) < OCI. In particular, 
01 s dQ- log a d(P, @ Pb) < 00. (2.4) 
Let m := q/Jqd(P, C3 Pa), then dR* = md(Pa @I Pb). Since m > 0, (P, 8 Pb)-as., the 
probability measure R* is measure-theoretically equivalent to P, 63 Pb. Accordingly, we deduce 
from Lemma 1 that $$(z,Y) = $(z)y(Y), (z,Y) E M 8 M, with 0 5 4(x) < oo, P,-as., 
0 5 y(Y) < 00, Pb-as., but since (2.4) implies that (P, @I Pb) {(s, y) : $$(z, y) = 0} = 0, we 
have in fact 
$+>Y) = 9+)Y(Y), (GY) E M@MM, 
0 < l$(x) < cc (Pa-as.), 0 < y(Y) < 00 (Pb-as.), (2.5) 
or equivalently, 
1% $$7 Y> = 1Wd~) + 1%7(Y), with 
I b9?~)l < 00 (Pa-&s.), (logy( < m (Pb-a.%). (2.6) 
Then, by substituting (2.6) in (2.4), one easily finds that 
log4 E Ll(P,), log-/ E L’(Pb). (2.7) 
Prom (2.5) and the definition of R*, we get $$ = q, where T is the product measure defined 
1 
$‘rd(P, @Ppb) := dr,,drrl. 
We have also 
dQ*=qdn= Jq&fmpb) 4+Yd(Pa@'b). 1 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
The fact that K is finite is a consequence of dr = y with l/q bounded above (P, @ Pb)-a.s. 
Under Assumption (f) of Theorem 1, relation (2.9) becomes 
dQ* = (~a 4 'Pb db db, (2.10) 
where log (Pi = const. + log 4 + log 2 E Ll(P,), logpb =const.+logy+loge E Ll(Pb). m 
THEOREM 2. Let q satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1, and suppose that P, and Pb sat& 
Assumption (f) of that theorem. Then Q* given by (2.10) satisfies H(Q*; R) 5 H(P; R) for all 
P E E and all R given by 
dR(z, Y) = f(z) s(y) q(z, y) d&(z) dL(y), (GY) E M@MM, with 
logf E L1(P,) and logg E Ll(Pb). (2.11) 
PROOF. In view of (2.10) and (2.11), we have 
(2,~) E M C3 M, (P, @J Pb)-a.% (2.12) 
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Since log (Pa and log f are in L1 (P,), and log qb and log g are in L’(&,), Corollary 3.1 of [9] 
applies, telling that H(Q*; R) 5 H(P; R), for all P E E. I 
Now suppose that, in addition to being a-compact and metric, the space A4 is complete. 
Since a a-compact and metric space is separable, M is now a Polish space. Suppose {&, a < 
t < CXJ} is an (M, X)-valued continuous Markov process in the sense of Fleming and Rishel [14] 
with underlying complete probability space (a, F, P), Markov transition probability function 
P(s, z; t, B) := P(& E B 1 Es = X) := Psz(& E B), a 5 s < t < co, z E M, B E C, and initial 
distribution measure P,. We assume that the transition probability function P(.) is given by 
a positive density relative to some o-finite measure X on C; that is, there is a strictly 
function p(s, z; t, y) defined for a < s < t < 00 and (z, y) E M @ M, C @ C-measurable 
for each s and t, and for which 
positive 
in (5, y) 
P(s,x; t, B) = 
s 
P(S, 2; t, Y) VdY), a<t<m, x E M, B E C. 
B 
Let B be a nonempty open relatively compact subset of M. Then, for prescribed terminal time 
b > a, the part 77 := {qt, a < t 5 b} of the process [ := {Et, a 5 t < b} on the set t3 has transition 
density p(s,z; t, y) defined for a < s < t 5 b and (x, y) E f3 @ B by 
P(S, 5; t, Y) = E,z[lt<,.~ I rlt = ~1 PCS, x;h Y), 
where TV is defined by r, := inf{t > s : Et E M - l?} if it exists, 7-s := 03 otherwise. Note that 
JB PCS, 2; t, Y) X(~Y) = Psz (tt E B, rs > t), a < s < t < b, x E B, B E C. 
Let c be a measurable function on [a, b] 8 M with values in [--co, +CXI]. Let D := {(s, x) E 
[a, b] @ M : Ic(s, z)\ < co}. A ssume the following conditions. 
(AlI 
(A21 
(A3) 
(A4) 
P, and Pb have densities @‘a and @b, respectively, with respect to A, and @‘a, $, axe 
continuous functions with compact supports K, and Kb, respectively; further, B > K, U 
Kb. 
The map (CC, y) 4 p(a, X; b, y) is continuous on I3 @ Z?, and p(a, 2; 6, y) is strictly positive 
on K, @ Kb. 
c is finite and continuous on N := [a, b] @ (cl@, w h ere cl t3 denotes the closure of B. 
s [J exp (&$ c(T, ET) dr) lb<T dPax] (a,(x) X(&x) < cm, where T, defined by T := inf{t > 
a : jc(t,&)l = 03 I i exists, T := 00 otherwise, is supposed to be a measurable function. } ‘f t 
THEOREM 3. Let (Al)-(A4) hold. Then the function q given by 
q(x, Y) := Em [eXP(~~..;c~~,~~~~~)lb<~~~b=Y]~~~.X;b;y~, (GY)EM@MM: 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
PROOF. Note first that 
by Assumption (A4). Therefore, 
s 
qd(P, @ pb) = 
< 
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Since the process Et, a 5 t 5 b, is continuous, we have T 5 T. It follows that q(z, y) 5 q(z, y), 
(x, y) E M @M. By Assumption (A3), c is bounded on N. Therefore, 
exp (If.,qc(GM-) lb+ 2 mlibCT for some m’ > 0, 
from which we deduce that 
q(z, y) 2 m’Eaz[lb<7 1tb = Y1 P(% Xi b, Y), (2, y) E M 8 M. 
Further, by Assumption (A2), 
JL[k, 1 tb = YIP(~, 2; by) 2 m”, for some m” > 0, (z, y) E M @ M, (Pa 69 Pb)-aA 
Therefore, 
q(z, V) > q(z, Y) 2 m’ m” > 0, (pa @ Pb)-a-s., 
which concludes the proof of Theorem 3. I 
EXAMPLE. Let M = Rd, and < be a Wiener process with underlying probability space (a, N, P), 
where N is the smallest a-algebra with respect to which [ is measurable. We take for 23 an open 
ball in M, and for X the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then, the part 77 of the process < on 
the set B has transition density p(t, 2, y) (in Dynkin’s notation [15], motivated by the fact that, 
here, t is a homogeneous process) continuous for t > 0 (see, for instance, [15, Theorem 13.181). 
Here we don’t know that p is strictly positive; however, for a prescribed x E ,13, we have 
s P(%“; b, y) A(dy) = Pax(tb E 6 7 > b) 1 P,, ,I’=;T~ I& - XI 5 E , I3 L 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. Though it is intuitive that this expression should be strictly positive, 
an estimate of the right-hand side (e.g., see [14]) tells us that P,, 
(-- 
,7sb I& - XI < E 
> 
> 0 at 
least for b - a sufficiently small. Therefore, there is a y E ,t3, associated with the prescribed x, for 
which p(a,x; b, y) > 0. Indeed, p(u,x; b, y) s 0 would imply P,, 
(-- 
,I;:~ Itt - XJ 2 E 
> 
= 0 in 
contradiction with the above. Now, by the joint continuity of p(u, z; b, y), there exist closed balls: 
compact subsets K, and Kb of B, containing x and y, respectively, such that p(u, z; b, y) > 0, 
for all (z, y) E K, @ K b. At last, by letting @‘a and @b be continuous functions with compact 
supports K, and Kb, respectively, Assumptions (Al) and (A2) are satisfied. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (Al)-(A4) hold. Then there is a unique (up to multiplicative constants) 
nonnegative solution (cp,, $@,) for the Schradinger system: 
(2.13) 
with q as in Theorem 3. 
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Here, the following question arises: does q derive from the transition density function of a 
Markov process? One can prove at least that it is given by a quasi-transition density function 
(in the case of homogeneous processes, see, e.g., [12, p. 283]), under additional assumptions. 
PROPOSITION 1. For M a a-compact metric complete space, under Assumptions (Bl)-(B4) 
below, the function q(s,z; t, y), a < s < t 5 b, (z, y) E M 8 M, given by 
where T,, defined by T, := inf{t > s : lc(t,&)I = m} if it exists, T, := 00 otherwise, is a 
quasi-transition density function. 
PROOF. Let c’ be a measurable function on [a, 00) @I M with values in [--00, fool. Let D’ := 
{(s,x) E b>W) @M : I ( 7 )I c’ s x < cm}. For a 5 s, let Q := inf{t > s : \c’(t,&)l = co} if it exists, 
6 := 00 otherwise. Let I,,t denote the a-field of Bore1 sets of [s,t] and N,,t = a(&,, a < s < ‘11 5 
t < 00). If one assumes 
(Bl) 
{w : <s(u) > t) E x,t, a<s<t<c0, (2.15) 
which condition is satisfied if the boundary of D’ in [a, 00) @ M is regular enough, 
then one can easily verify that the function o+ := l~.,t, a 5 s < t < co, is a contracting 
multiplicative functional in the sense of Dynkin [6, p. 59; 12, p. 2821. Then 
Es, [It<<. ( Et = Y] ~(3, z; 6 Y), a<s<t<cq (z,Y) E M@MM, 
is the transition density function for the Markov process deduced from 19 := {& : a 5 t < co} by 
curtailing e with the stopping time < = d. For a I s < t, the process 19” := {tu : s < u < co}, 
(w E at, fit := {w : C(w) > t}) is continuous. From (Bl) and the definition of Ns,21, B’(u, 0) 
is N,,,- measurable for all ZL 2 s. Therefore, by Lemma 1.2.1 of [16, p. 201, 0” is progressively 
measurable, so that the mapping from ([s, t] 8 C&, I,,t ~3 N,,t) into (M, C) defined by the function 
<(., .) is measurable. 
If one assumes: 
(B2) c’ is continuous on D’, 
then, according to the proof of Theorem 3.7 of [6], 
is a (possibly noncontracting) multiplicative functional for the Markov process already deduced 
from 0 by curtailing with the stopping time <. Also assume 
(B3) E,, [~XP (As,tl c’(r,&) dr) lt<C,] < 00, for aJJ a I s < t < co, z E M, 
(i.e., [12, Relation (9.2.B), p. 2831, in the case of homogeneous processes). 
Under (Bl)-(B3), the transformation of B first by the multiplicative functional CY~,~, then 
by Ps,t, results in the quasi-transition density q’(s, z; t, y), a < s < t < 03, (IC, y) E M @ M, given 
by 
q’(s, 2; t, y) := E,, [exp (ls,tlc’(r,&)dr) kc_ / <t = y] ds,s; kg). 
At last, assume 
(B4) c’(s, CC) = c(s,z), for all (s,z) E [a,b] ~3 M. 
Then one can see easily that q’(s, z; t, y) = q(s,z; t, y) for n I: s < t < 6, (2, y) E M @ M, 
which ends the proof of Proposition 1. I 
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3. SCHRiiDINGER BRIDGES OVER PROCESSES 
WITH CREATION AND KILLING 
Let N := c(&, a < t 5 b), and define the probability measure R on the measurable space 
V&N) by 
exp (&+ c(~, &-) dr) 160 dP, 
dR ‘= S [exp (.fia,bl c(r, &) dr) lb0 dP,] ’ 
where P,(.) := sP,$(.) aa X (ds) d e fi nes a probability messure on the a-algebra N, according 
to Lemma 2.2 of [6]. 
The joint end-points distribution measure of < with respect to R is R, given by 
with q as in Theorem 3. 
Then, by Theorem 2, if (Al)-(A4) hold and I’, and Pb satisfy Assumption (f) of Theorem 1, 
with X, = &, = X, Q* given by (2.10) is the Csiszar’s projection of R on E; that is, 
H(Q*; R) 5 H(P; R), for all P E E. 
We now consider the case where M := Rd. Let {Ft, a 5 t < b} be a nondecreasing family of 
sub-a-algebras of F. Denote by (C, J3) the measurable space, where C is the set of all continuous 
functions from [a, b] into M endowed with the usual sup norm, and t3 the o-field of Bore1 subsets 
of C. We denote by Xt the coordinate function on C; that is, X,(x(.)) = z(t) for x(.) E C, 
t E [a, b], and we let & and pi be the distribution measures on path space of < with respect 
to P,, and P,, respectively; that is 
Then, the distribution measure on path space of 5 with respect to R is given by 
(3.1) 
Our new problem is the following one. 
Find the probability measure on a-say V*-whenever it exists, which minimizes the relative 
entropy H(v; p) on the set 5, 
E := {u E A : Y[X, E .] = Pa(.), +b E ‘1 = Pb(‘))r (3.2) 
where A denotes the set of all probability measures on 23. 
As noted by FGllmer [ll] ( see also [13]), this problem is reduced to the one studied above by 
relying on the multiplication formula 
p-a.s., u << p, 
from which one deduces 
WV; CL) = HP; R) + 
J 
WV:; 111) dP(z, y), if u << p. 
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The minimum of the integral term in the right-hand side of this relation is obtained for v,Y = & 
for P-almost all (2, y). This minimum is zero. Thus, the present problem reduces to the previous 
one, namely to the minimization of H(P; R) under the constraint that P has marginals P, and Pb. 
Thus, the minimizing V* is given by V* = J pz Q* (&cc, dy). With 
C(r, XT) dr) lb-3 d& ’ 
we find 
J (J exp C(T, E,-) dr lb<z- dpa, [aAl 
from which 
d,,* = V’dXd 
da, -%a> exp ( ia,bl c(r, XV) di) lb<T d&, v(~,X=) := s (3*3) 
follows. Note that cpa(X,) > 0 (P,-a.s.) and, accordingly, (PC-a.s.). Further, letting 
du,*, := 
cPb(Xb) 
4% x2) 
exp (ia,bl cCr7-&-,,) lb<~dd,~ (3.4) 
it follows from (3.3), (3.4), and pc := J&,@‘,(x)dx that V* = J~&@~(x)dx. 
4. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR 
THE CASE OF UNBOUNDED c 
From now on, we shall assume that the underlying Markov process < is a d-dimensional Wiener 
process on [a, b], w := {wt, Ft}, a 5 t < b, with initial distribution measure P,. We shall thus 
replace PE and &, in (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4), by CL, and &‘%, respectively, without changing 
the notation p, v*, v,*,, whose meaning is clear. For later reference, let us formulate the drift 
transformation of Maruyama-Girsanov in the following form [ll, p. 1561. 
LEMMA 2. Let the probability space (C, B, u) be endowed with the nondecreasing family of sub- 
a-algebras {B,}, B, := o{XS, a < s < t}. Assume v << pw. Then, on (C,B,v), there will 
be a d-dimensional a-Wiener process W = (W,, t3,) and a nonanticipative process u = (wt , a,), 
a < t 5 6, such that 
Xt = x, + J W(T) dr + W,, ast<b, (u-a.s.), and (4.1) [aJl 
u (J $(X)dt < 00 = 1; [@I 
la,bl ~lt dX(t) - i [o,bl $ dt , J ) (v---il.s.). 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Since according to (3.3) with ,LL~ replaced by pw we have V* << p,,,, Lemma 2 associates with 
V* a d-dimensional a-Wiener process IV* = (IV,*, &) and a nonanticipative process u* = (VT, a,), 
a 5 t 5 b, such that 
xt = x, + s w*(?-)dr+W;, a<t<b, (u*-a.s.), and I@1 (4.4) 
(v-a.s.). 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Now we are ready to extend a theorem given by Wakolbinger in [13] to the larger class of 
potential functions c considered in the present paper. With Theorems 1 and 3 in hand, the proof 
is the same as the one in [13]. 
Let A be the class of nonanticipative M-valued stochastic processes v := {it} with respect to 
(C, &, B, v), t E [a, b], satisfying: 
(A5) 
(i) v{b < T} = 1; 
(ii) the marginals of v at times a and b (i.e., the marginals of the joint end-points 
distribution measure of u) are P, and Pb, respectively, with log % E L1(P,) and 
log 9 E Ll(P& 
(iii) E, (&bl Il%[l”dr) < ~0, wher e E, denotes expectation with respect to u; 
(iv) Xt - X, - J[a$l v, dr, a < t < b, is a standard Brownian motion process on [a, b] with 
respect to u; 
(v) J(a,b,v) := E, {Ao.61 [~]]wJ]~ - c(r,X,)] dr} is defined (possibly equal to &XI). 
Concerning c, we shall need the following additional restriction: 
(A6) E,* (&bl C(r, XV) dr) < m. 
This condition is trivially satisfied if c is bounded 
THEOREM 4. Let (Al)-(A6) hold. Then there exists v* := (v;,u*) E A, t E [a, b], such that 
-w < J(u, b, u’) = $2 J(a, b, II) < co. u* is the Csiszar’s projection of p given by (3.1) on Z:; 
that is, its joint end-points distribution measure is Q” given by Theorem 1, with q as in Theorem 3. 
PROOF. From Theorem 7.5 of [17], one easily deduces that Condition (iii) of (A5) implies u < pd,. 
Then, from (4.1) and (4.3), we have 
Since the Martingale expectation E, J[a,b] ‘t dw(t)) vanishes, equation (4.7) reduces to 
It follows that 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
J(a, b, v) = E, log dv ~(a, Xa) 
&, qb(Xb) exP (&] C(r, x,) dr) lb<T 
) -E, (log~b;,;~). (4.9) 
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From (3.3) and (4.9), we obtain 
(4.10) 
where E, (log $) := H(v; v*), 0 L H(v; v*), and E, (log &) = 0, for v = v*. 
Further, E, log $$#) = E, (log P~,($‘$“,;~x,,,), ( and by Condition (ii) of (A5) together 
with Theorem l(f), 
log @a(&) dpa - s log cpa(&) dpa - log$%(xb) dPb, (4.11) 
with 
--oo< J log@a(&)dPa - log%(&z)dPa - kcPb(Xb)dPb < 03. J J (4.12) 
This is obviously satisfied for all v E 2:. 
It follows from (4.10)-(4.12) that 
-co < -E, log cp(a, -G) 
V’b(Xb) > 
I J(a, b, u) 7 for all w E A. (4.13) 
Let us now show that, if we have the additional Assumption (A6), then (v*, v*) belongs to A. 
Equation (3.3) implies that v*{b 2 T} = 0, from which v*{b < T} = 1 follows; V* being, by 
definition, the Csiszar’s projection of p on 2, it satisfies Condition (ii) of (A5). By (4.4), it 
satisfies also Condition (iv). Since v*{b 2 T} = 0, it follows from (3.3) that 
E,- (1ogE) =-I%* (logio,(;;t;()xh) +E,. ) (J l~,blc(rJ~)dr). 
Therefore, from (4.11), (4.12), and (A6), it follows that 
H(u*; pLw) < 00. (4.14) 
By a statement of Fijllmer in [ll], in view of (4.6), relation (4.14) implies 
which proves that (w’, v*) also satisfies Condition (iii) of (A5). Hence, (w’, u*) belongs to A. 
At last, letting v = V* and ZJ = u* in (4.10), we obtain 
J(a, b, u*) = -E,. 
which ends the proof of Theorem 4. I 
5. LARGE DEVIATIONS, CONDITIONAL SANOV PROPERTY 
Let (0, F) be an arbitrary measurable space. In this section, we denote by Mr (0) the set of 
probability measures on (R, F) endowed with the Csiszar’s rs-topology. 
DEFINITION 1. [lS] The To-topology on Ml(n) is defined by the basic neighborhoods of an 
element P E Ml(R): 
Uo(P, 2,~) := {Q E Ml(R) : IP(fli) - &(&)I < E, Q(Ri) = 0 if P(Ri) = 0, i = 1,. . . , k}, 
where 2 ranges over all finite measurable partitions (ai,. . . , &) of (0, F), and E ranges over the 
positive numbers. 
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5.1. Approximating Sets 
As before, let there be given a sequence {fl, fi, . . . } of bounded measurable real valued func- 
tions, a sequence {cl, c2,. . . } of real numbers, and let E be the subset of Ml(R) defined by 
E := {P E Ml(a) : JfidP = ci, i = 1,2,. . . }. We fix a probability measure R E Ml (fl), and we 
assume the following: 
(Cl) The set E contains at least one element P with finite entropy relative to R. 
In order to define subsets which approximate the set E, we consider a family of subsets A(E, k) 
ofM1(0),forE>Oandk=1,2 ,..., 
A(&, k) := 
{ 
P E MI(R) : jJjEdP-cil<$, i=l,..., k}. 
One can easily prove the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2. The set A(&, k) is convex and variation closed. 
PROPOSITION 3. For a given E > 0, A(E, k) 1 E, as k T 00. 
From these follows Proposition 4 (see [9,11]). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E > 0. 
(i) There is a unique Csiszar’s projection of R on each set A(&, k), k = 1,2,. . . , and on E, 
namely QEkr k = 1,2,. . . , and Q*, respectively. 
(ii) QEk, k = 1,2, . . , converges to Q* in entropy; that is, H(Q*; QEk) + 0 as k -+ co. 
(iii) QEk, k = 1,2,. . , converges in variation to Q*, as k -+ co. 
(iv) H(QEk; R) + H(Q*; R) as k + co. 
In the following, we shall also use Csiszar’s notation H(I’; R) := pefrH(P; R), for a subset r of 
W(W. 
DEFINITION 2. [18] A subset E of MI(R) is completely convex if for every probability space 
(0, A, p) and Markov probability kernel q on 0 @ F such that 77(X, .) E E for each X E 8, the 
probability measure pq defined by per] = s,(., B) dp, (B E F) also belongs to E. 
PROPOSITION 5. The set A(&, k) is completely convex. 
PROOF. Let (0, A, p) be an arbitrary probability space and 77 be a Markov probability kernel 
on 0 @ F, such that 77(X, .) E A(&, k) for each X E 0. Then 1 s, fi(w) r/(X, dw) - cil 2 (~/2~), 
i= l,..., k, X E 0. This implies 
I [II fi(~) q(X,dw) - ci II P(dX) I $9 i=l,...,k, 0 n 
which in turn implies 
II [I 0 cl ~~(~)q(h.dw)-ci]IL(dh)l=/SB[Jn~i(Y)q(~,dw)]rl(d~)-c~I~f, i=l,...,k. 
Since 77(X, B) for B E F is, as a function of X, measurable A, and the fi’s are measurable F, 
by the extended Fubini’s theorem (in the probability case), we have 
Therefore. 
i = l,...,k, 
so that pr] E A(E, k); that is, the set A(&, k) is completely convex. 
From now on, we shall let: 
(C2) fi := lo,, i = 1,2,. . . , where {Al,Az,. . .} is a sequence of measurable sets. 
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Let us associate with each P E M,(0) the family of subsets U(P, E, k), of Ml(R), for E > 0 
and k= 1,2,..., 
U(P,&,k):= 
{ 
QEM~(R): fidP_ fidQ <~,i=l,..., k 
l/l > 
= {Q E Ml(R) : IP(Ai) - Q(Ai)l < E, i = 1,. . . , k}. 
Let us denote by A’(&, k) the subset of A(&, k) consisting of all the probability measures P for 
which A(E, k) > U(P, E’, k’) for some E’ > 0 and some positive integer k’. 
PROPOSITION 6. For each E > 0 and k = 1,2,. . . , U(P, E, k) is a neighborhood of P in the 
q-topology. 
PROOF. Let A be the (measurable and finite) partition of R generated by {Al,. . . , Ak}, say 
A = {RI,...,&}, and consider the re-neighborhood Uo(P, A, E’) of P: 
Uo(P, A,&‘) := {Q E Ml(n) : IP(0i) - Q(0,)l < E’, Q(&) = 0 if P(Ri) = 0, i = 1,. . . k’}. 
Each Ai, i = l,... , k, is the union of elements of A, say 
Ai = fi flij, Cj E A, 
j=l 
and we have 
IP(Ai) - &(&)I = < FlP(fiij)-Q(flij)l Sk’&‘, i=l,...,k. 
j=l 
Therefore, provided that E’ < (E/k’), 
u(P, E, k) 1 uo(P, 07, 
which proves Proposition 6. I 
Proposition 6 has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A’(&, k) denote the interior of the set A(&, k) with respect to the ro-topology. 
Then A’(E, k) > A’(&, k). 
Further, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7. AO(E~, k) I A’(E~, k) 3 A(E~, k), if 0 < &1 < Ed. 
PROOF. Let P E A(E~, k). Then 
IP(-4) - cil I $) i = l,...,k. 
For Q E U(P,&, k), E > 0, we have 
IP(Ai) - Q(h)1 < ~7 i = l,...,k. 
Further, 
IQ(A) - ci/ 5 IQ(A) - P(A)1 + IF’(A) - 4 < E + $> i= l,...,k. 
We can choose E such that E + (~r/2~) < (~2/2~). Then 
Q E U(P,&, k) + Q E A(Ez, k), i.e., A(sz, k) 2 U(P> E, k). 
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Therefore, if P E A(E~, k), there is an E > 0 and a neighborhood U(P,e, k) of P contained in 
A(E~, k); that is, AO(&z, k) > A(E~, k). This inclusion together with Corollary 2 proves Proposi- 
tion 7. I 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (Cl) hold; then 
limH(A”(s, k); R) = limH(A’(c, k); R) = limH(A’(s, k); R) = H(Q*; R), 
for k + co, for any E > 0. 
PROOF. It follows from Proposition 7 that 
4~2,k) 3 A’(c2,k) 3 A”(&2,k) 3 A(ark), if 0 < ~1 < ~2, 
and therefore, 
H(4~2, k); R) 5 W-4”(~2, k); RI I W4’(~2, k); R) I H(A(G, k); R), if 0 < ~1 < ~2. (5.1) 
Letting k + cc and using Proposition 4(iv), according to which, for any e > 0, 
lim H(A(E, k); R) = H(Q*; R), for k + 00, 
Proposition 8 is proved. 
Let us designate by A’(&, k) the set 
A’@, k) := 
{ 
P E MI(R) : l/f.dP-ql<;, i=l,..., k}. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let (Cl) hold. Then, for any E > 0 and k = 1,2,. . . , 
A(E, k) > A’=(E, k) > A’+, k) > A’@, k) > E. 
PROOF. For E > 0 and k E {1,2,. . . }, let P E A’(&, k); that is, \J fi dP - ci/ 5 E’ < (~/2~), for 
i=l,... , k, for some E’ 2 0. Let E” > 0, and consider the neighborhood of P 
(i(p,B”,k):={QE~~(n):lf.dP-Sf,dQl<E”, i=l,...,k}. 
For Q E U( P, E”, k), we have 
l/fidQ-ci/ 5 lSf,dP-Sf,dQl+l~f,dP-~~l <El+?, fori=l,...,k. 
Therefore, provided that E” is sufficiently small, that is, for 0 < E” 5 (~/2~) - E’, we have 
1 s f,dQ - cil < (~/2~), for i = 1,. . . , k. Since this holds for all Q E U( P, E”, k), we conclude 
that for 0 < E” < (~/2~) - E’, A(E, k) > U(P,&‘, k). Therefore, A’(E, k) > A’(E, k). The other 
inclusions of Proposition 9 follow from Corollary 2 and the definition of E. I 
PROPOSITION 10. Let (Cl) hold. Then, for E > 0 and k = 1,2,. . . , 
H(A(q k); R) = H(A”(E, k); R) = H(A’(&, k); R) = H(A’(&, k); R). 
PROOF. From Proposition 9, we deduce 
H(A(q k); R) I H(A’(q k); R) 5 H(A’(e, k); R) 5 H(A’(c, k); R). 
Now we note that the definitions of A@, k) and A’(E, k) are of the types considered by Csiszar 
in [18, p. 7821, that is, 
A(E,k) := {P E MI(~) : 1 (A - ci + ;) dP 2 0, / (4 + ci + 5) dP 2 o, i = 1,. . . , k} , 
A’(&, k) := P E Ml(R) : SC Ii-ci+$) dP>o, J(-fi+ci+;, dP>o, i=l,...,k . > 
Further, by Proposition 9, under (Cl), P E A’(E, k) such that H(P; R) < 00. Therefore, 
according to the first of Csiszar’s relations (3.10) [18], we have H(A(e, k); R) = H(A’(.c, k); R), 
from which Proposition 10 follows. I 
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5.2. Conditional Sanov Property 
The empirical distribution of a sample w = (WI, ~2,. . . , w,) E Rn is the probability measure 
L,(w, .) defined by 
L,(w, B) := + 2 lB(Wi), B E F. 
i=l 
Let Xl,.. . , X, be n independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) @valued random variables with 
common distribution R. Following Csiszar [18], we regard the nth Cartesian power of (0, F, R) as 
the sample space of X” = (Xl, . . . , Xn), and by probabilities of events determined in terms of Xn, 
we mean Rn-measures of subsets of W, where Rn is the nth Cartesian power of R. In particular, 
for any subset r of Ml(Q) such that {w : L,(w, .) E I’} E F” we define the probability that the 
empirical distribution L, of (Xl,. . . ,X,) belongs to r by P{L, E I’} := R”{w : L,(w, .) E I?}. 
For any subset A E Fn of 0” with Rn(A) > 0, we designate by Rn[. ) A] the conditional 
probability measure relative to A. 
From the definitions of A(&, k) and L,(w, .), it readily follows that 
{w : L,(w, .) E A(&, k)} E Fn. 
Further, under (Cl), f or sufficiently large n, Rn{w : L,(w, .) E A(&, k)} > 0, as a consequence of 
the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let (Cl) hold. 
P{L, E A’(E, k)} 2 (n + l)-“‘exp[-nH(A’(c, k); R)] 
for some positive integer k’ and for sufficiently large n, and 
lim_izf i logP{L, E A’(&, k)} 2 -H(A”(E, k); R). 
Proposition 11 is a special case of Lemma 4.1 of [18]. 
For a prescribed E > 0, and for n such that P{L, E AO(E, k)} > 0, let US denote 
P(n,E,k)[ .] :=, Rn[. ) L, E A(&, k)]. 
Now we are ready to apply the basic Theorem 1 of [18]. Since according to Proposition 5, the 
set A(&, k) is completely convex, and H(A(&, k); R) := H(QEk; R) < 00, in the case we consider, 
that theorem reads as the following. 
THEOREM 5. Let (Cl) hold. Let E > 0 and k E {1,2,. . . }. Then, for sufficiently large n, 
; logP{L, E A(E, k)} < -H(A(q k); R), and 
$ logP{L, E A(&, k)} < -H(A(q k); R) - ;H(P(“.E+ Qyk), 
where QFk denotes the n-product of QEk. 
Further, we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 6. Let (Cl) hold. For k E {1,2, . . . } and E > 0, 
lim 1 logP{L, E A(&, k)} = lim 1 logP{L, E A”(&, k)} 
n--+00 n ndcc n 
= -H(A(&, k); R) = -H(A”(&, k); R); 
in other words, the sets A(&, k) and A’(&, k) have the Sanov property with respect to R. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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THEOREM 7. Let (CI) hold. For k E {1,2,. . . } and E > 0, ;$a ~H(P(“+~k); QF,J = 0. In other 
words, X1, . . . , X, are asymptotically quasi-independent under the condition L, E A(&, k) with 
limiting distribution QEk. 
Theorems 6 and 7 follow from Proposition 10 and Csiszar’s Theorem 1 [18]. Note that the P* 
of Csiszar’s theorem is our QEk (and not the Csiszar’s projection of R on E!). 
SPECIAL CASE. Let (0, F) := (C,B). We denote by Xt the coordinate function on C; that is, 
X,(x(.)) = z(t) for Z(S) E C. Let 
E := {P E Ml(R) : P[x, E &] = Pa(&), p[xb E Bi] = pb(&>, i=l,2,...}, 
where the &‘s are Bore1 sets of M. Here we have 
U(P,q k) := {Q E MI(R) : IP[X, E Bi] - Q[Xa E &]I < E, 
jp[xb E &] - Q[Xb E &]I < E, i=l,...,k}, 
A(&, k) := {P E MI@) : IP[X, E Bi] - P,(Bi)l I $, 
Ip[xb E &] - Pb(&)j 5 $7 i= l,...,k . > 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
By the same argument as in [19], one can prove that, under (Cl), the Csiszar’s projection QEk 
of R on A(&, k) coincides with the SchrGdinger’s bridge QE1, specified by R and the marginals 
Q ask := QA[-& E . I and Qbalc := QEk[Xb E .] of QEk. In fact, it suffices to show that QTk E 
A(&, k). 
The remark above and Theorems 6 and 7 readily imply the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Consider n i.i.d. trajectories X1, . . . , X,, i.e., elements of (C, B), with common 
distribution R. Then, under (Cl), 
(i) XI,. . . ,X, are, for n -+ co, asymptotically quasi-independent under the condition L, E 
A(E, k), i.e., 
S&J3j) := lB,(XiU), SX,,(Bj) := lBj(Xib), 
and their limiting distribution is a SchrGdinger bridge specified by R and Qagk and Qbsk, 
satisfying 
IQaa/c(Bj) - Pa( 5 $7 IQbek(Bj) - pb(&)l 5 $7 j = 1,. . . , k; 
(ii) the set A(&, k) defined by (5.6) has the Sanov property with respect to R. 
Parts (i) and (ii) hold for k = 1,2, . . . , and E > 0. 
Theorem 8 is similar to Theorem 2 of [19], except that they use the topology of the Prohorov 
distance (see also Remark 4.l.b(ii) of [2, p. 691 in which the restriction “except possibly for 
countably many E” which appeared in [19] is removed). 
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